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(NEI) TO DISCUSS STAFFS REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION (RAI) ON ENVIRONMENTAL ASSISTED FATIGUE

On July 24, 2003, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff met with the Nuclear
Energy Institute (NEI), the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and other Industry
representatives to discuss the staffs Request for Additional Information (RAI) on EPRI
technical report that addresses environmental assisted fatigue for carbon and low alloy steels.
This RAI is in response to a meeting held on September 18, 2002,'that discussed aging
management of environmental fatigue for carbon and low alloy steels. At the meeting, the
industry requested the staff to review the above environmental fatigue issues under interim staff
guidance (ISG). By letter dated January 17, 2003, the NEI submitted the Industry
recommendation of fatigue environmental effects, as ISG-1 1, for staff review (See ADAMS
Accession No. ML030300144). The staff has reviewed the industry recommendation on the
ISG-1 1, and subsequently issued the aforementioned RAI on June 30, 2003 (See ADAMS
Accession No. ML031810630).

Since the Industry recommendation Is based on an EPRI technical report, uMaterials Reliability
Program: Re-Evaluation of Results in NUREG/CR-6674 for Carbon and Low-Alloy Steel
Components (MRP-74),m EPRI was preparing the staff's RAI response. EPRI provided a
presentation on the staff's RAI response during the meeting and their Interpretation of what was
needed to respond to the RAI. The staff discussed and provided the following comments:

* In its RAI, the staff questioned whether the standard deviation used by EPRI for the
fatigue endurance limit was consistent with the data presented in Figure 14 of
Attachment 1 to the ISG submittal. The Industry representatives presented a
reassessment of the data presented in Figure 14, in order to support the assumption of
the standard deviation used In the EPRI study. This reassessment involved adjusting
some of the data using a modified Goodman approach to account for mean stress
effects. This modification reduced the apparent data scatter. However, the staff review
of the adjustment (i.e., after meeting) found that the adjustment was not performed
properly for some data points. The test data was adjusted using the maximum values
assumed In constructing the ASME fatigue design curves Instead of the actual values of
mean stress reported for the test data. Had the mean stress adjustment been
performed properiy, the resulting data scatter would have been greater.

* In its RAI, the staff noted that the assumption used for the EPRI standard deviation for
the high-cycle end of the fatigue curves came from a general handbook
recommendation as opposed to the standard deviation derived by Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) from its assessment of nuclear power plant carbon steel materials. In
response to a staff question, the Industry representatives indicated that a regression
analysis of the existing carbon steel test data had not been performed to justify the
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standard deviation assumption used in the EPRI study. The staff pointed out that
regression analyses performed by EPRI in fatigue studies of socket welded components
did not support the standard deviation assumption used In the EPRI study. The staff
further indicated that additional fatigue data of actual components, such as butt welded
joints, may also exist.

* The industry representatives agreed that an adjustment should be made to account for
difference between smooth specimen test data and actual components, and that there
should be a mean stress adjustment. The mean stress adjustment should use the same
values of material yield and ultimate stress that were used in the ANL studies. The
Industry representatives indicated that the threshold assumptions did not Impact the
results, and that the revised study would be performed without any thresholds. The
Industry representatives also agreed to provide the revised fatigue usage factors for any
components where the cycles or stresses were modified from those used In the original
PNNL (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory) study.

* In its RAI, the staff noted that PNNL had modified the ANL fatigue crack nitiation
correlation to account for potential multiple initiation sites. PNNL had calibrated this
modification using test data from 9-inch diameter vessel tests. The staff asked how the
adjustment was applied In the EPRI study. The industry representatives Indicated that
there was no change to the adjustment that was used in the PNNL study. The staff
asked whether the same adjustment was valid given the ANL correlation had been
modified In the EPRI study.

Enclosed please find the meeting agenda (Enclosure 1), the list of meeting attendees
(Enclosure 2), and the presentation made by Industry representatives that was discussed
during the meeting (Enclosure 3). The industry representative stated that they plan to provide
their response within the next 30 days. A draft of this meeting summary was provided to the
NEI to give them an opportunity to comment prior to being issued. If you have any questions
concerning this proposed ISG, please contact Peter J. Kang, at (301) 415-2779.

N J.Ka ea or S ems Engineer
License Renewal Section
License Renewal and Environmental Impacts Program
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project No.: 690

Enclosures: As stated

cc w/enclosures: See next page
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Meeting-Agenda
License Renewal Meeting to

Discuss Staffs Request for Additional Information (RAI) on
EPRI Technical Report, Material Reliability Program (MRP-74)" for

Fatigue Environmental Effects

Room 0-14B6
July 24, 2003

(1:30 PM-3:30 PM)

1. Welcome/introductions 10 minutes

2. Discussion of Enclosed RAI 90 minutes

3. Public comments 10 minutes

4. Summary 10 minutes

Enclosure 1



REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
FOR PROPOSED INTERIM STAFF GUIDANCE (ISG)

FOR FATIGUE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

The proposed ISG is based on re-evaluation of the carbon and low alloy steel
components originally evaluated by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) and
presented in NUREG/CR-6674, "Fatigue Analysis of Components for 60-Year Plant
Life." This re-evaluation is presented in EPRI Report, "Materials Reliability Program:
Re-Evaluation of Results in NUREG/CR-6674 for Carbon and Low-Alloy Steel
Components (MRP-74)." EPRI claims that more realistic assumptions were used in the
re-evaluation of these components and the use of these more realistic assumptions
results in probabilities of crack initiation and leakage that are significantly less than
indicated In NUREG/CR-6674. The most significant change made to the original study
was in the standard deviation assumed for the endurance limit strain in the PNNL study.
EPRI proposed to replace the standard deviation used in the PNNL study with a much
smaller standard deviation. EPRI cites a typical value of fatigue data scatter proposed
by Wirsching (Probabilistic Structural Mechanics Handbook, edited by C. Sundararajan,
Chapman & Hall, New York, NY 1995, Chapter 7) as the basis for the change. This
reference is general in nature and not directly applicable to carbon and low alloy steels
used in nuclear power plants. The standard deviation for the endurance limit strain used
in the PNNL study is based on a statistical evaluation of test data relevant to carbon and
low alloy steels described In NUREG/CR-6335, "Fatigue Strain-Life Behavior of Carbon
and Low-Alloy Steels, Austenitic Stainless Steels, and Alloy 600 In LWR Environments
and NUREGICR-6717," "Environmental Effects on Fatigue Crack Initiation in Piping and
Pressure Vessel Steels." Provide the following additional information regarding the
EPRI endurance limit strain and its standard deviation:

a. The revised probabilistic fatigue curves do not appear consistent with the data
for carbon and low alloy steels. For example, compare probabilistic curves
developed using the EPRI assumption for the standard deviation of the
endurance limit with the data presented in Figure 14 of Attachment 1 of the
submittal.

b. The study does not appear to adjust the endurance limit strain to account for the
differences between smooth specimen data and actual components. The ANL
correlation used by PNNL was developed to account for this difference. Provide
the basis for not adjusting the endurance limit to account for the difference
between the specimen data and actual components.

c. The EPRI report indicates that a strain threshold was used in the evaluation but
does show how the threshold was applied. The EPRI Report, page 3-11,
references NUREG/CR-6717 for the strain threshold values used for the
evaluation. As discussed in NUREG/CR-6717, the thresholds are strain levels at
which environmental effects are considered moderate. These thresholds were
proposed for use in the development of fatigue design curves. NUREG/CR-6717
also indicates that the threshold strain is approximately 20 percent higher than
the fatigue limit (endurance limit) of the steel. Therefore, the threshold strain
should be related to the endurance limit. Additionally, the proposed 0.07 percent
threshold strain for the carbon and low alloy steel design curves has not been
universally accepted at this time. For example, some fatigue researchers have



proposed using the endurance limit strain of 0.042 percent as the threshold
value. As a consequence, the use of a fixed threshold strain in the probabilistic
study Is questionable. Explain how the strain threshold values were used in the
evaluations presented in Chapter 4 of the EPRI report. Provide the results of the
EPRI evaluations without using strain threshold values.

d. The strain thresholds are discussed on page 26 of NUREG/CR-6717.
NUREG/CR-6717 indicates that after mean stress effects are taken into account,
a threshold strain amplitude of 0.07 percent provides a 90 percent confidence
level for both carbon and low alloy steels. As discussed previously, the threshold
strain Is approximately 20 percent higher than the endurance limit of the steel.
Consequently, the 10 percent probabilistic fatigue curve should approach a strain
amplitude of approximately 0.06 percent at 1 OE6 cycles. The 10 percent
probability curve shown In Figure 3-11 of the EPRI report is not consistent with a
strain of 0.06 percent. Discuss this discrepancy between Figure 3-11 of the
EPRI report and the data assessment contained in NUREG/CR-6717.

2. The EPRI report, page 3-3, indicates that the ANL adjustment of n(4), used to account
for the differences between laboratory specimens and actual components, was included
in the study in accordance with the discussion in the PNNL study. Section 4.7 of the
PNNL study indicates that the ln(4) value was adjusted to account for the potential for
multiple crack initiation sites. The PNNL study further indicates that the adjustment was
calibrated against the data from the 9 inch diameter vessel tests described in the ANL
report. Describe how this adjustment was applied in the EPRI study.

3. The EPRI report, page 3-11, provides a procedure to account for mean stress effects.
Show how this procedure was implemented in the evaluations presented in Chapter 4 of
the report. Discuss the consistency of the mean stress adjustment used in the Chapter
4 evaluations with the mean stress adjustment discussed in NUREG/CR-6717..

4. Several of the, component evaluations presented in Chapter 4 of the EPRI report use
stresses and cycle counts that are different than those used in the PNNL study. The
changes affect the calculated environmental fatigue usage factors for these
components. Provide the environmental fatigue usage factors based on the revised
component stress and cycle assumptions. Discuss the actions that would be required
by a license renewal applicant to address components with these usage factors.

5. The submittal references the evaluation of the component fatigue tests contained in
EPRI Report MRP-49. The evaluation of the component fatigue test data is similar to
the evaluation contained in EPRI Technical Report, "Guidelines for Addressing Fatigue
Environmental Effects in a License Renewal Application (MRP-47), Draft Revision G
dated June 5, 2001. This report was submitted to the NRC by NEI letter dated July 31,
2001. The staff transmitted a request for additional information regarding the evaluation
of the component fatigue tests by letter dated June 26, 2002. The staff has not received
a response to its request for additional information. Indicate how the relevant June 26,
2002, staff comments have been addressed in the test data evaluation contained in
EPRI Report MRP-49.
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Discussion of Response to RAI
on ISG-11

EPRI Materials Reliability Program
Fatigue issue Task Group

July 24,2003
Washington, DC

I

Question I

1. The proposed ISS Is based on reevaluatIon of the carbon and bwailoy sted
components owl natly evaluated by Pacic Northwest NatonalLabortory(PNNL) and
presentedi NUREGICR-6674, "FatigueAnalysis of Components for 60-YearPlant
LI0 Thisre-i uaaton spresentedi EPRReport, Materfals Reliabilt Program:
Re-Evaluation of Results In UREGICR-6674 for Carbon and Low-Alloy Steel
Components (IRP-74)." EPRI claims that more realistic assumptions were used In the
re-evaluaton ofthese components andthe use of tese more realistic assumptions
results h probabflJtes oferack loftiatlon andleakage that ae significanty less an
I7icatedInNUREGCR6674. Themostsignificantchangemadetothe orginal study
was In the standard deviation assumed for the endurance Imit stra n the PNNL
s-tudy EPRlproposedto pace the standarddeviaton usedin the PNNLstuy with a
much smaerstandard deviation EPRJ cites a tpical value of fatigue data scatter
proposed by rlrschlng (Proba bitstic Structural Mechanics Handbook, edited by C
Sundrarajan, Chapman & HalI New York NY 199S, Chapter 7) as the basis for the
change. Thisreference I general in nature and not Ofrecty applca be to carbon nd
lowaloy stees used Innuclearpowerplant The standard deviaon for the
endurance Emit sbal used n the PNNL study Is based on astatistcal evaluation of
test data releant to carbon andlow alloysteels describedI NUREG)CR-633,
"Faffgue Strain-Life Behavior of Carbon and Low-Aloy Steels, Austenitc Stalniess
Steels, end Alloy 600 In LWREiwbonments and NUREGICRT6717, "Evironmental
Effects on Fatigue Crack nation In Pping andPressure Vessel Steels. Provide the
fofioalng additional InformatIon regarding te EPRI endurance Im strain and fts
sandard deviation:

CXi)in3I.tPmRM6b.Ud.. f MVwwd.
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|Question 1A

Question
- The revisedprobabffstrc fatigue curves do not appear consistent With the data for

carbon ondlowafoysteel& Forxampe, compare probabllistlc curvs
developed ushig the EPRP assumption for the standard deviation of the endurance
1Omit wih the data presented In Figure 14 of Attachment I ofthe submittaL

* Response
- Most of data are above the mean curve
- Only a few points below the mean curve
- Detailed review of data shows low points resulted from high f-ratio testing
- Correcton for mean stress effects shows that observed low points ar within

scatter band for remainder of data
- Therefore, the standard deviation chosen to represent the data Is conservative

mm' l e-e____8 X n_

Original LAS Data (MRP-49) Plotted vs. MRP-74I Modified Equations
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Evaluation of Low-Straln Amplitude
LAS Air Data

* Effective Sveorrected usIng modtfied Goodman approach

5.bf 's.b S. S (S, < S..)S. -S,(S +S..

* Used S = 100 ksl and Ss,, 70 ksf (NUREGICR6335)

DuaSawc S= *.i y clc Ufi R-Mio Effcdve Sm

MPR491 26.1 5o0 04 46.5
KM 28. 1,000,000 0.19 43.7
Kau 2.8 11,000 0.05 4S0
ICa 36.1 1.0OO. 0.19 54.6
Kau 36.1 1,700_00 0 05 54.6

Endou 38. 5O 014 56.4
KOu 39.4 242,000 .19 - 56.8

41. 496,900 0,14 53.0
Not= Cycic li itaed lo be 25% ha R;d A0S afl zisterl M 0 34
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I Evaluation of Other Data

MRP.49 Simulated BWR Data Show Similar Trend

Rev 2iw f additinl IPlots (NUElCR635 .4B3 717sown Intances
o d where enuac limit dat fal sign n b*o macues IRIUfor F::i1(R cabo or lo-lo steel data i H t llrJ.S~w4}t

Jim 0 -1 . -414 M Jwb i.i. I R

X # I m 8 S | m m BdWFkIP

*Raview ofaddltionalplots iNUREGICR-6335, 6583,-6717) shovwno nstanes
of data where endurance lmit data fall sdgnificantly below mean curves for
carbon or low-alloy steel data
0ao WOaM _R_|_,_

IQuestion B -Adjustment for Difference Between
Specimens and Actual Components

* Question

- ie studydoes not appear adjust the endurance mft straln to account for the
differences between smooth specien data nd actual components. Te ANL
cerrlaton used by PNNL was developed to account for this difference. Provide
the basis for not djusting the endurance mrit to account for the difference
between the specimen daa and actual components.

* Response

- Explanation for modified fatigue curves from NUREGICR-6335
* Szelgeometry effect ........... 1.A en cycles 11.25 on straln
* Surface fnish ...... . 3.0 on cycles 11.3 on strain
* Factor on in notjudgedto be cumulatlve
* Effects of surface fnishlslzelgeometry would be bounded by lower 6% quantile

curve In probabilistic model
- The factor on strain was not originally Included In MRP-74; the factor of 4 on cycles

was Included; no effect on low-cycle end of fatigue curve
- The approach for strain correction In NUREGICR-6335 Is overly conservative St low

quantiles and Is non-conservative relative to data scatter In the posItive directIon
- Recent evaluation of the factor on strain demonstrates that overall conclusions do

not changeV71
OWN. mwi~
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IQuestion IC -Thresholds

Question

- The EPRI report Indicates that a strain threshold was used In the evaluatIon but does show
how the threshold was appied 7he EPRI Repor4 page 3-11, references NUREGICR-6717
for the strain threshold values used for the evaluation. As discussed In NUREG/CR6717,
the thresholds are strain levels at which environmental effects are considered moderate
These thresholds were proposedfor use hn the development of fatigue design curves.
NUREGCR4717 also Indicates that the thresholdstrain Is approxlmateiy 20% higher than
the fatigue Emit (endurance Emli) of the stee. Therefore, the threshold strain should be
related to the endurance 5mlL Additonally, the proposed 0.07% threshold stran for the
carbon and lowaloy steel design curves has not been universally accepted at this tine.
For example, some fatigue researchers have proposed using the endurance Emit strain of

o42% as te threshold value. As a consequence, the use of aIred threshold strain In
the probabilistic studys kquesUonable. Explaln how the strain threshold vaues were used
i the evaluatonspresentedin Chapter4ofthe EPRPreport Provide theresults ofthe
EPRI evaluations without using strain threshold values.

* Response
- Approach Is described In Section 3.2 of MRP-74 (per NUREGICR-6717)

* Used ramp between a 0.07% and a a 0.08% to gradually apply environmental effects
- SenstUvIty studies showed that effect of applyg thresholds s rot significant

* See FIgures 4" and 44 of MRP-74
w - tMajor contributors to ttiguelcrack growth are due to load-et palrs where thresholds do

not apply (S. threshold)
11 6= . ClfN2=ftdftft1_ I

Questions 1 D and 3 - Mean Stress Effect

• Question ID

- The straIn thresholds are discussed on page 26 of NUREG)CR6717 NUREGJCR-
6717 indlcates th after mean rss effects are taken Into account, a threshold
strain amplitude of 0.07% provides a 90% confidence level for both carbon and low
aloy steels. As dtscussedpreLviously, the threshold stratn approimately 20%
higher than the endurance Emit of the steel. Consequently, the 10 percent
probablistic fatigue curve should approach a strain amplitude of approimately
M06% at 10E6 cycles. The 10percentprobabilitycure shownin Figur3-1 ofthe
EPRI report Is not consistent with a straIn of O.06X. Discuss this discrepancy
between Flgure 3-11 of the EPRl report and the data assessment contained in
NUREG)CR-6717.

* QuestIon 3

- The EPRIrepor page3-11,provideseprocedure to accountfor mean stress
effects. Show how Is procedure was knplemented inthe evaluatons presented in
Chapter 4 of the report DIscuss the consistency of te mean stress adjustment
used n the Chapter 4 evaluations with the mean stress adJustment discussed in
NUREGICR67t7.

V 

(W . Wnw~r_ 2_E
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Mean Stress Adjustment

* Response
- Approach used In MRP-74 provides a more rigorous approach for mean stss

adjustment
• In NUREGICR4S35 and -6717, a modified Goodman approach was used to

adjust fatigue curves down; Implemented In modified curve fit equations

S.=S for S.S,.,

MRP-74 stresses adjusted upward to enter basic data curve fit equation

= s., s fr <

• Both arrive at essentially the same results as shown on the following pages
for 5 z 100 ksl and S, a 70 ksl

IMean Stress Effects

Comparison of effective fatigue curves using NIUREGICR-6635 data fits and
modified fatigue curves for carbon steel

3-rn-

> s ! > t S § ; " 0 _.~~-a-m s

4A."b is tA- .& .a | 2%.]I

ame NUREOCRA,3 Equation IL. lath ue PIUREGh'CR433 enduwmnce ali dlata scaflar

Approach used In MRP-74 Is mome conservative at low quantiles - correction
made to modified fatigue curve not to mean

P143m GWW ..tf P- _ i ! 2 . . h.A Mf-
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Mean Stress Effects

Comparison of effective fatigue curves using NUREGICR-6635 data fits and
modified fatigue curves for low alloy steel

we W.JR=R4= Eqaf . Both u" NU FX43 arximme M daf sei I

1urv are comparable M

Enfonia effecs at :< fl eF Sfld lau e .unths sortete iat earzg EE1 dote k

*~~ Curves ae conprabl;e 31I u
mama C 11vi a 91pH ^4mInma..a-

--- - - --- -

Mean Stress Effects

* NUREGICR6335 mean stress effects are based on bounding SP and St,
values consistent with ASME Code

material S
CS 40 Cksl 0 lks
LAS TO ksl 100 ksl

* MRP-74 mean stress effects are based on lower values

liatedial IS.S"
Cs 28.3 sl 6o ksl
LAS 30. kl 70 csl

Recent evaluatin of modified mean stress effects (same values as
NUREGfCR-6335) demonstrates that overall conclusions do not change

X~~~~~~~~f' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ bn MLAS** M.
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I Mean Stress Effects

Minimum Code yield and ultimate tensile strengths for materials evaluated In
NUREGICR-6260

Mater Typo UTS, i YS I
7__F 400F 500 F IO0F

L S so _K 50 7744,5 43.2 -420
A-182 F1 LAS 70 40 33.7 2.5 314
h336 LS LAS 80 5o 44.5 43.2 420
A-508 1 CS 70 36 30.8 i 29.1 2.6
A-336CH cs 70 40 33.7 32.5 31.4
A-333G8 CS 60 35 300 28.3 25.9
A-106 G CS 60 33 30.0 28.3 29

* Evaluation shows that reducUon of 5,, on the order of 1% Isjustified at
650F for A-508 C12 rather than using bounding Code values

- similar for other materials
- could also be random value

* This approach, If applied, would remove additional conservatism

Eele " " X, S

Further Consideration on PFM Fatigue Curves

Fatigue curves should be based on fatigue data variability
- No corrections for mean stress or surface finishlsizeletc.
- Include a coefficient of variation representative of data

scatter observed in testing
* Cycle variation controls for mid-range stressstrain region
* Stress variation controls for endurance limit region

* Make corrections to nput stresses and data fatigue curves
to account for other factors
- Mean stress effects
- Surfacelsizelsurface finish effects

8



Example - Typical fatigue curve

From fatigue data curve equation, use Monte Carlo sample
to choose a specific quantile for each sample analysis -
typical quantiles shown below

'6ii M quaeli~lo lowli= . -1.lls.-fS1 

Cw ftO RflWttfb W flu Neat

I Example - Typical fatigue curve

* Following represents fatigue data curve at a PFM quantile
equal to 0.5 (as example)

OW, Une ODfitat f. Pub1t y0u

I

I
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* is mm -
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Example - Typical fatigue curve

Determine shift of curve (in cycle direction) due to surface
finish, size, roughness etc. - could be a PFM variable
- (like factor of In(4) in NUREGICR-6335)

_F W . . g ~ c . . mu -.f

.rIm ftf dPWt -S .t-MO

w 5 l }i s i S .;g Ei _ T W ; A-&

w .g i. Xff 4f WPMigl

Example - Typical fatigue curve

Determine shift of curve (in stress direction) due to surface
finish, size, roughness, etc. - could be a PFM variable
- Allowable number of cycles determined by multiplying

stress amplitude by shift factor (e.g., 1.3)
* . . c ._ ._ , . s b.d bjF.W .bw -If.-

PFW~~n .rnAM .OMbfSt~tfffM. bAlWP

__,I.g b P. mur . I~m~
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Example - Typical fatigue curve

Typically, factor on cycles controlling at low cycles and
factor on stress controlling on high cycles

C." M..g ktat -fbkIWL.nO . bty h*F rtn _Cd" e, bas

fl~~~~~M IMI ONO IMMO

SIa

macis *WaP abDsa nba.atamfi: t

I Example - Determine Number of Allowable Cycles

Adjust stress for mean stress effects (as previously
addressed) and determine number of allowable cycles
- Two examples shown below

... Saiss lass DOS*. PababHirY L-$aI*bid by P.ssa a Gysass sat ..

1aTs
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jQuestion 2- Adjustment of Cycles by Factor of 4

Question

- The EPRJ report page 33, Indicates that the AJ'JL adJustment of In(4), used to
account for the differences between laboratory specimens and actual components,
was Included In te stu In accordance with the discussion in the PNNL study.
Section 47 of the PHNL Auy Indicates that the 1h(4) value was adjusted to account
for te potental for multiple crack hitaton stes. he PNL sdyfurther Indicates
tbat the ayustment was calibrated against the data rom the 94nch diameter vessel
tests described In the ANL report Describe how this adjustnent was appired n the
EPRI study.

Response

- Adjustment was performed using exactly the same approach as for the PNNL study

Question 4 - Cycle Counts

* Question
- Severl of the component evaluationspresentedIn Chapter 4ofthe EPRJrport

use stresses and cycle counts that are different than those used In the PNNL study.
The changes affect the calculated envronmental fatigue usage factors for these
components. Provide the environmental fatigue usage factors based en the
revised component stess and cyde assumptrons. Discuss the actons that would
be required by a cense renewal applcant to address components with these
usage factors.

* Response
- Reductions In cycles ae consistent with typical plants evaluated In NUREGICR-

£260 reflecting the way plants really operate
- In MRP74, for older vintage CE plant RPV outlet nozzles, case with expected cycles

was presented only to show extremely low leakage probability with typical cycles
- For B&W plant outlet nozzle, loadingtunloading reduced from 48,000 cycles (3 Imes

per day) to 2,080 once per week to conservatively bound plant operation)
- InclusIon of daly loadingfunloading was conservatively Included In orIginal plant

analyses for many components - not representative of how plants really operate

FL ~ ~ ~ ~ * v~22h~h ...d bb 
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Cycle Counts

* Following tables show NUREG/CR-6260 reactor vessel
outlet nozzle usage calculations
- Design basis
- Plant loading/unloading conservatively reduced to once

per week
- Anticipated plant cycles

* Should be no requirement by license renewal applicant to
address components with reduced cycles considered
- Cycle reduction in NUREG/CR-6260 typical of plant

operation
- US nuclear plants are base-loaded and do not cycle

daily or even weekly

. .

ICycle Counts

CUF results for newer-vintage CE plant reactor vessel outlet nozzle using
NUREGICR-6999 Interim fatigue curve (from Table 6-4 of NUREG!CR-6260)

Load PaIr 5, N a u as to lo S
(atustd)

Cooldowwvplant load 61j1 145S 800 0343 800 O .34 80 82

Lak lestrplant unload S0.S5 1534 200 Q.130 200 0.130 200 0.130

HNahipplant load 33.24 4253 800 L117 600 0.117 *0 0.21

Plant loadkonload 20.4 8408 13300 238 16S0 0.032 1880 002

Plant unloadulpset 1.2 73899 430 0.007 430 0O.07 480 0O

Plant uWoad/oBE 14.32 265877 200 0QO0 2001 0.00 200 .0001

Plant unloadstep load 12.71 729380 820 0.001 62 0.01 82r 0.001

CUF 035 CUFP Q631 CUF 0.253

Notes: 1. Plant Soadinghinloading reduced to 2050 (once per week for 40 years) - asterlsked
eycles eonservatively retained

1 Antcipated cycles rom Table M1t NUREGICR4260. plus Note I bove

13



I Cycle Counts

CUF results for oldervintage CE plant reactor vessel outlet nozzle using
NUREGICR-6999 Interlm fatigue curve with effect of modified cycles (from
Table 6-30 of NUREGICR-6260)

Load Palr S. N n u to u 42 a'
(adjusted)

Loss of secndaqy 74.46 108 4 LOtO 4 0.010 0 0
psu tt

Hydrotest AhydrotstS 3e.48 4610 8 0.001 a 0.001 2 0004

Heatupfloss of load 32A1 518 40 0.005 40 L005 40 0.005

Heatupdoss offlow 31.73 3207 40 004 40 0.004 40 04

Hatupkcoldown 31.53 42 420 0.04 420 Q045 21 Q.00
Coeldownplant Icaing 29.70 11737 30 Q007 80 L007 80 .007

Reactor 1utplmnt loading 25.3 21348 400 .019 400 0.010 S2 "a44

Plant Ioadiflnphant 23.79 3139B 14520 Q4t2 10O 0.051 30 L0095
unloading
s..dyl.W aW bP
MUaREA~M.

CUF Q54 CUF' Q143 CUP 03

Notes: 1. Plant loadinghnloading reduced to 200 once per week for 40 years)
2 Anticipated cycles tom Table 8-27 of NUREGICR42B0

OWAOOMU _P _ _ b c E

Cycle Counts

CUF results for B&W reactor vessel outlet nozzle using NUREGICR-6999
Interim fatigue curve (from Table 8-61 of NUREGICR-6260)

Load Pr so 1 a u all to go to
(adjsted)

Meatuplcooldown 37.0 4853 240 L0.49 240 .049 155 0032

Step loadfuactorltdp 2:L15 43885 450 0.011 4330 0.011 214 0.005

Plant aInghmoading 17.24 13850 48000 0. 2080 0O.1 2080 0.015

AD oter 16.09 185130 985 03 0850 0.03 0850 0.063

CUF Q4B9 CUFI 0.138 CUT2 .Q11f

Notes: 1. Plant loadlngUoaLng reduced to 28 (once perweek for 40 years)
2. Anticipatad cycles m Table 3 of NUREGCR426O. plus Note I above

raw C"VftM 0f3 Miie EhWIoP fh k"
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ICycle Counts

CUF results for older-vintage Westinghouse reactor vessel outlet nozzle
using NUREGICR-6999 Interim fatigue curve (from Table 547 of NUREGJCR-
6260) - reductions for reactor vessel Inlet nozzle slmilar

LoedPalr 50 N N U go Ut t U
2

(adJwted)

Heatuplcoldown 17.22 139150 350 0Q03 350 0O3 172 0.0012

Plant loadhngunloadIng 18.9 257S 14100 QtS2 2080 0.023 74 0.074

OBE A BES 20.4 710 400 0N.7 400 .007 0 S

Contrilnaton 32.78 3179 2760 0.37 27S0 0.337 2760 L3374

CUF Q499 CUF' 0.370 CUF' 0557

Notes: 1. Plant loadinglunloading reduced to 20 (once per week for40 years)
2 Use f actual plant cycles 1mm Table 643 of NUREGICR4260 (except eombinatlon)

C~02= fbdft P~ RwA MMIAWAL Md~f

Cycle Counts

CUF results for newer-vintage WesUnghouse reactor vessel outlet no52le using
NUREGICR.8999 Interim fatigue curve (from Table 6-67 of NUREGJCR4260)

40.6 N0 n .4 eu 0.

46.40 2407 10 0.004 t e0.4
44.4 242 SO O.008 20 e am
20.14 3977 2. es 20 . es
4.39 012 70 01 70 0.01

29.21 12320 n2 e.m1 130 001
1.20 14013 160 am, 150 OA",

1.01 170S s0 e0 so am
." 17374 so a=2 so e.02

11.27 S11 40 0.01 40 0.001
20.20 am10 10 30 .00
200 a0 200 C.030 200 02o
20.12 W2 1 0,125 23 M

A5 3499 s0 0.001 so 0.001
15.4 MOM80 am0 0A 220 0.0Q2
I.5 100 10 GAoo 10 am00
AS 114511 t0 01 S 0.001

17.84 12764 160 :A1 1O 0o01
17J4 1274 340 0.207 20O 0.016
17.S 144008 2000, 9.04 2000 0.014
16.10 124 400 02 400 0o2
15.9 160237 I1200 .7 2080 0.012
12 20718 12200 9.064 2080 .010
14.00 231047 to am 1o es0o
U4 2U349 so 6O 0 .OA
U.7O 2422.S 70 6MO. 70 emo

_4.U 2.408 -uIl 2.41

I. Nkausnes bad pdm were awd ry iLt eand, sad pw .4d db Nt3 IRI;4%0
6. lNok ycle Iraeonm devely rsumd ob reduced 00aca perruekpaoS ycles)

maamU0 Eikw R he.Mrdud.
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Question 5 - Evaluation of Component Fatigue
Tests

* Question
- The submrtal references the evaluation of the component fatigue tests

contained nEPRIReport MRP49. The evaluation of the component fatigue
test data Is similar to the evaluation contained I EPRI Technical Report,
Guideines forAddresslng Fatigue Environmental Effects hI e License

RenewalApplcation (MRP-47J DraftRevision G datedJune 5, 2001. This
report was submitted to the NRC by NEI letter dated July31, 2001. The staff
transmitted a request for additional lnfonuation regarding the evaluation of the
component fatigue tests by letter dated June 26, 2002 The staff has not
receiveda response b Its request foradditional fomaton. Indicate how the
relevant June 26, 2002, staff comments have been addressed In the test data
evaluation contained In EPRI Report MRP-49.

* MRP-47 RAI on Evaluation of Component Fatiuq Tests
- The evaluation of component tests did not krlude the data from the

Southwest Research Institute tests on vessels that Is shown on page 4 of
NUREGICR-6583. This test data does not appear to support conclusion
regarding the maxinum effect of she and surface finish on fAtigue Ife.
Explain why this data was omitted from the evaluation. Provide an
assessment of the Southwest Research Institute using the same method used

In to assess the KU tube tests and the General Electrc pipe tests.

A) -. O

I Response to Question 5

* Appendix C of MRP-47 evaluated preliminary component-
scale fatigue data with at least one surface in contact with
oxygenated water at temperature

* MRP-49 included component-scale fatigue data with at least
one surface In contact with oxygenated water at room
temperature - the same PVRCISWRI carbon and low-alloy
steel pressure vessel fatigue data shown on page 4 of
NUREG/CR-6583

* The evaluation process for these pressure vessel fatigue
test data was Identical to the process used to evaluate the
KWIU 180-degree bend fatigue tests and the General
Electric pipe tests. The results for all three sets of
component fatigue tests are completely consistent

hi~~~~~~S~~c~ Ens...AI~b~, efa~d ^6X 
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Results From the PVRC Fatigue Testing of Full Size
Carbon Steel Pressure Vessels

1i.0" 11" 1£+
Maum uads.s_

VI m ug je~~ Ip RI aj. * iim

I Results From the PVRC Fatigue Testing of Full Size
Low-Alloy Steel Pressure Vessels

1z-u Is-"
INlupbefelan

11.4M
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I Results From GE Fatigue Testing of Buff-Welded
Pipe Under Simulated BWR Conditions

Tests performed on sample with 11 welds hI series
- Only first failure reported; rerrining welds exhibited higher fatigue life
- Tests performed under typical BWR environmental conditions failed at or

above ASME design curve

I 38,&mDO

... AM&I CS keuAk

. i-- ASMEAdpCjz, ', AI 
I t *-__b'*.
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Response to Question 5 (continued)

Results from the PVRC tests were reported in MRP-49
(Figures 2-35 and 2-36). While some of the crack initiation
results approach the ASME Code fatigue design curve,
none of the cycles to crack initiation were less than the
design curve. Since the Intent of the ASME Code fatigue
design curves is to predict the mean line for crack initiation
in actual vessels, these tests demonstrate that the margins
used by the ASME In developing the design curves are
conservative, even with exposure of vessel inner surfaces
to oxygenated water.

* Figure 2 from NUREG/CR-6583 shows essentially the same
data, but does not show the comparison between the ASME
design curve and air curve, so that the reader may have
difficulty determining whether the data points are located

¢ appropriately or not.
DO~~~~~~WMED e W__ll _. 3~

IResponse to Question 5 (continued)

*NUREG/CR-6583 states on page 4 that These results
demonstrate that the current Code design curves do not
necessarily guarantee any margin of safety.' However, the
intent of the ASME Code fatigue design curve is to predict
the mean line for crack initiation In actual vessels, and these
data support that premise.

* The data points are consistent, based on a combination of
surface roughness, component size effect, and
environmental effects. None of the data compromise the
ASME Code design curve In spite of the effects of surface
roughness, component size effect, and water environment
effects, provided that flow rate and very high levels of
dissolved oxygen are taken Into consideration.

* Even considering data not representative of normal plant
operation, MRP-74 demonstrates that the risk of component

(> leakage is acceptably low.
cdrWOm3DhbfP~RM .hbvd, L raa, MM~ OB-19M
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I Conclusions

* Extensive review of available laboratory and component/structural
data generated under simulated reactor water environment
conditions suggests behavior consistent with margins in ASME
Code design curve for C/LAS

* Results from MRP-74 demonstrate that explicit consideration of
EF in fatigue aging management programs Is not necessary
during license renewal period
- Analysis included potential Effects of environmental fatigue
- Insignificant contributor to core damage frequencies
- Insignificant Increase In predicted leakage probabilities

* All C/LAS fatigue locations can continue to rely on existing plant
programs to track component fatigue usage through the license
renewal period and remain in compliance with all NRC regulatory
requirements

Schedule

* To be discussed

'-
C-WW63ftPH_-M dt W-FBM
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